In this paper, a new scheme of reversible watermarking is proposed using a complementary embedding strategy in the spatial domain. The proposed scheme consists of two stages: horizontal direction embedding and vertical direction embedding. A complementary embedding strategy is designed to increase the embedding capacity and decrease the distortion of the watermarked image in the vertical direction embedding. Specifically, in the horizontal direction, the proposed scheme embeds one secret data bit by increasing values of pixels in even rows and decreasing values of pixels in odd rows by one. In the vertical direction, it embeds another secret data bit by decreasing values of pixels in even rows and increasing values of pixels in odd rows by one. In addition, a histogram shrinkage technique is adopted to prevent overflow and underflow problems. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed reversible watermarking scheme outperforms state-of-the-art methods in terms of both embedding capacity and watermarked image quality.
I. INTRODUCTION
Reversible watermarking (also called reversible information hiding or reversible data hiding) aims to hide secret data in digital multimedia and can restore the original signal completely: the embedded secret data can be correctly extracted from the watermarked digital multimedia [1] . In recent years, many reversible watermarking algorithms have been presented. For digital images, three major approaches have been proposed: lossless compression [2] - [3] , difference expansion (DE) [4] - [12] , and histogram shifting (HS) [13] - [29] .
For compression-based reversible watermarking schemes [2] - [3] , the original cover image is first compressed by a lossless compression technique (such as arithmetic coding or run-length coding), and then the compressed image is encoded to hide secret data. Generally, the compression ratio is poor. Hence, the embedding capacity of the schemes based on lossless compression is rather low.
Later, more efficient schemes based on DE have been presented [4] - [12] . In 2003, Tian [4] first proposed a novel reversible watermarking algorithm based on DE. The basic idea of this algorithm is to use the difference of pair pixels
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Senthil Kumar. instead of the pixel itself to hide secret data. Tian's scheme offers a higher embedding capacity while keeping a lower distortion compared with the compression-based reversible watermarking schemes [2] - [3] . However, this scheme needs a location map to distinguish which pixel pair is expanded. The generated location map has to be compressed first, and then the compressed location map is embedded into the cover image. Hence, the pure embedding capacity of this scheme is reduced significantly because of the large size of the compressed location map. Afterwards, the DE technique has been improved by researchers. Alattar [5] generalized Tian's scheme using a vector instead of a pixel pair. In this scheme, n − 1 secret data bits can be hidden in a vector with n cover pixels. Studies [6] - [9] extended the DE method by reducing the size of the location map. Thodi and Rodriguez [10] improved DE by a prediction error expansion (PEE). Their scheme embedded secret data using each pixel's prediction value instead of the pixel difference. Subsequently, this scheme was improved in various ways: for example, using generalized prediction-error expansion and adaptive embedding [11] - [12] and context embedding [13] .
Besides the DE technique, the HS-based reversible watermarking scheme was first proposed by Ni et al. [14] in 2006, where the peak point of the cover pixel histogram was used to embed the secret data. In this scheme, each pixel value of the original cover image is changed by one at most. Hence, watermarked images have an exceptionally good visual quality. However, the embedding capacity of this scheme is limited. Several schemes have been proposed to improve performance, such as using prediction error [15] - [17] , pixel difference [18] - [19] , interpolation technique [20] - [22] , interpolation error [23] , generalized HS [24] - [25] , twodimensional HS [26] , pixel-value ordering [27] - [28] , multi-predictor sorting [29] , combinatorial strategy [30] , human visual system characteristics [31] , and pixel location [32] .
Unlike DE-based and HS-based schemes, Kieu and Chang [33] proposed a novel high-quality reversible watermarking scheme based on multiple embedding strategies in 2009. It includes two phases: horizontal embedding phase and vertical embedding phase. The basic idea of this scheme is to use the pixel odd-even value instead of the pixel difference to embed secret data; here, horizontal and vertical embedding phases are complementary. For the horizontal embedding phase, if the cover pixel is an odd value and the to-be-embedded bit is 0, then this pixel is modified by subtracting one. If the cover pixel is an even value or the to-be-embedded bit is 1, then this pixel is unchanged. For the vertical embedding phase, if the cover pixel is an even value and the to-be-embedded bit is 1, then this pixel is modified by adding one. If the cover pixel is an odd value or the to-be-embedded bit is 0, then this pixel is untouched. Later on, this scheme was improved by Chang and Kieu [34] and Jia et al. [35] . All three schemes have a much larger embedding capacity while keeping a low distortion (compared with most previous schemes). However, their pure embedding capacity is rather limited because the size of the location map is very large (even if the location map has been compressed by a lossless compression technique). Hence, this paper presents a new high-fidelity reversible watermarking scheme based on a complementary embedding strategy. In the proposed scheme, the data embedding procedure consists of horizontal direction embedding and vertical direction embedding. Specifically, for the horizontal direction embedding, the prediction value of each pixel is first obtained by computing the average value of its two neighboring pixels, and then the to-be-embedded data bit is embedded into the cover pixel by increasing or decreasing the pixel value by one when the prediction error of the current pixel is 0. Similarly, for the vertical direction embedding, the secret data bit is embedded by decreasing or increasing the pixel value by one. The horizontal and vertical direction embeddings are complementary. This property enables the proposed scheme to obtain a particularly good visual quality of the watermarked image. Moreover, the histogram shrinkage technique is used to prevent overflow and underflow problems. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed scheme outperforms similar reversible watermarking schemes. The main contributions of this paper are summarized as the following three aspects:
1. We point out that the Kieu [35] cannot embed the secret data into a cover image if the compressed location map needs to be embedded. The reason is that for natural image the number of ''1'' almost equals to the number of ''0'' in location map, and lossless compression cannot significantly reduce the size of the original location map. 2. We propose a complementary embedding strategy to embed watermarking signal. The horizontal and vertical direction embedding are complementary. This property enables the proposed scheme to obtain a better visual quality of the watermarked image. 3. We verify its effectiveness by experiments and comparisons with the state of the art. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The reversible watermarking scheme based on a complementary embedding method is briefly reviewed in Section 2. The details of the proposed scheme are introduced in Section 3. Experimental results are shown in Section 4. Finally, conclusions are given in Section 5.
II. RELATED WORK
In 2009, Kieu et al. [33] proposed a novel high-quality reversible watermarking scheme using multiple embedding strategies. Their scheme can horizontally and vertically embed one secret data bit into one pixel pair of a cover image. Experimental results demonstrate that this scheme achieves a good image quality and ideal embedding capacity. Later Step 1: Horizontally scan the original cover image I by a raster scan to group two neighboring pixels I (i, j) and
is an odd value, then this pixel pair is defined as a horizontal embeddable pixel pair. The first pixel of each pixel pair always remains unchanged.
Step 2: Create a location map LM 1 sized M × (N /2) to record the positions of the horizontal embeddable pixel pairs and identify the value of LE 1 , where LE 1 is the number of the horizontal embeddable pixel pairs. Initially, all the elements of LM 1 are set to 0. If the pixel pair is the horizontal embeddable pixel pair, then the corresponding element of LM 1 is set to be 1. Note that location map LM 1 is a binary sequence. Step 3: Losslessly compress LM 1 using arithmetic coding to obtain a compressed location map C 1 whose length is LC 1 .
Step 4: Let B 1 be the first LB 1 bits of B, where
Step 5: For the first LC 1 pixels in I , when each pixel has been embedded using (1), its least significant bit (LSB) is taken as auxiliary information bit of A 1 and needs to be appended to the end of B 1 . This step will be repeated until all secret bits in B 1 are completely embedded and image X can be obtained.
Step 6: Replace LSB of the first LC 1 image pixels in X by C 1 to obtain image H .
Step 7: As in Steps 1-3, obtain LE 2 and compressed location map C 2 whose length is LC 2 , where LE 2 is the number of the vertical embeddable pixel pairs.
Step 8: Let B 2 be the remaining LC 2 bits of B, where LB 2 = LE 2 − LC 2 .
Step 9: As in Step 5, for the first LC 2 pixels in H , when each pixel has been embedded using (2), its LSB is taken as auxiliary information bit of A 2 and needs to be appended to the end of B 2 . This step will be repeated until all secret bits in B 2 are completely embedded and image Y can be obtained.
Step 10: Replace LSB of the first LC 2 pixels in Y by C 2 to obtain the final watermarked image V .
This data embedding procedure has a big problem: although it achieves a high visual quality and hiding capacity in the experiments, this scheme almost cannot embed the secret data into a cover image if the compressed location map needs to be embedded. In fact, for natural images, the number of pixel values with odd values and even values are roughly the same. That is, the number of ''1'' almost equals to the number of ''0'' in location maps LM 1 or LM 2 . Consequently, lossless compression cannot significantly reduce the size of the original location map. For schemes by Kieu and Chang [33] , Chang and Kieu [34] , and Jia et al. [35] , location maps LM 1 and LM 2 first need to be compressed using arithmetic coding [36] and then are embedded into the cover image. The Table 1 shows that, if location maps LM 1 and LM 2 are directly sent to the expected receivers, these three schemes can embed ideal secret data. However, if compressed location maps LM 1 and LM 2 need to be embedded into the cover image with the to-be-embedded secret data, these three schemes cannot embed any secret data because L c is much larger than L e for all test images.
Taking ''Aerial'' image as an example, consider the horizontal direction embedding in the Kieu et al.'s scheme. Here, the number of embeddable secret data bits, length of the original location map, and length of the compressed location map are 65403, 131072, and 131120, respectively. It can be clearly seen that the number of embeddable secret data bits is much less than the length of the compressed location map. That is, in the horizontal direction, their scheme cannot really embed any secret data into ''Aerial'' image. Similarly, in the vertical direction, their scheme also cannot really embed any secret data.
III. PROPOSED SCHEME
This section describes image preprocessing, data embedding, and data extraction in the proposed scheme.
A. PREVENT OVERFLOW AND UNDERFLOW PROBLEMS
For the proposed scheme, the pixel values of the original cover image may be increased or decreased by one at most. Hence, for an eight-bit gray-scale cover image, if the pixel value is equal to 0 or 255, then the pixel value of the watermarked image may be outside of [0, 255]. That is, these pixels may cause an overflow or underflow problem after the secret data bit has been embedded. To solve this problem, the histogram shrinkage technique is used. The original cover image is processed as follows.
Step 1: The original cover image I is scanned from left to right and from top to bottom. If the pixel value is equal to 0 or 1, then it is changed to 1 and generates one bit, 1 or 0. That is, if the pixel value is 0, then 1 is added to L. Otherwise, if the pixel value is 1, then 0 is added to L.
Step 2: As in Step 1, if a pixel value is equal to 254 or 255, then it is changed to 254 and generates one bit, 0 or 1. That is, if the pixel value is 254, then 0 is added to R. Otherwise, if the value is 255, then 1 is added to R.
Note that L and R are one-dimensional binary sequences. For most test images, the length of L and R is exceedingly small. Hence, L and R do not require a lossless compression.
Similarly, the original image is restored as follows.
Step 1: Obtain L and R from the extraction bit stream.
Step 2: Recovery image I is scanned from left to right and from top to bottom. If the pixel value of the recovery image is 1 and the extracted auxiliary data bit is 0, then it is restored to 1. If the pixel value is 1 and the extracted auxiliary data bit is 1, then it is modified to 0.
Step 3: As in Step 2, if the pixel value of the recovery image is 254 and the extracted auxiliary data bit is 0, then it is recovered to 254. If the pixel value is 254 and the extracted auxiliary data bit is 1, then it is changed to 255.
For example, in the data embedding procedure, if a pixel I (i, j) equals to 0, then this pixel is changed to 1 and is encoded by ''1'' in L. Assume that the current prediction error d(i, j) = 0, which means that this pixel can embed a secret data bit. If the to-be-embedded secret data bit is above auxiliary information bit b = 1, the watermarked pixel H (i, j) = I (i, j) + 1 = 2 according to the data embedding method based on histogram shifting. In data extraction and image recovery procedure, the embedded auxiliary information bit b = 1 can be extracted correctly, and the recovery pixel is I (i, j) = H (i, j) − 1 = 1. Finally, original cover pixel can be restored by I (i, j) = I (i, j) − 1 = 0.
B. DATA EMBEDDING PROCEDURE
Assume that I and V with size M × N represent an eight-bit original gray-scale cover image and its watermarked image, respectively. I (i, j) and I (i, j) represent cover pixel value and its predicted value, respectively. The to-be-embedded secret data bits B = {b|b ∈ {0, 1}} are a binary sequence.
The data embedding procedure of the proposed scheme is composed of two stages: the horizontal direction embedding and vertical direction embedding. When a secret data bit has to be embedded, the cover image is processed from left to right and from top to bottom, as shown in Fig. 1 . Fig. 2 presents a relationship between cover pixel I (i, j) and its neighboring pixels. In horizontal direction embedding, for each pixel I (i, j), its predicted value I (i, j) can be calculated as follows. where . is the floor function and H (i, j) is an embedded pixel.
After predicted value I (i, j) is obtained, prediction error d 1 (i, j) between current pixel I (i, j) and its predicted value I (i, j) is computed using (4).
In the horizontal embedding, the pixel is shifted by (5) and a secret data bit b ∈ {0, 1} is embedded by (6), respectively.
In the vertical embedding, for each pixel H (i, j), its predicted value H (i, j) can be calculated as follows.
where V (i, j) is a new embedded pixel.
After predicted value H (i, j) is obtained, prediction error d 2 (i, j) between current H (i, j) and its predicted value H (i, j) is computed using (8) .
In the vertical embedding, shift the pixel by (9) and embed another secret data bit b ∈ {0, 1} by (10), respectively.
The flowchart of the data embedding procedure of the proposed scheme is shown in Fig. 3 . Next, the details are described step by step. Step 1: Preprocess the original cover image I by a raster scan to obtain the auxiliary information A 1 = L||R, where the notation ''||'' represents the concatenation operation. The size of L and R is L 1 and L 2 , respectively. If the original cover image has no pixels with values 0 or 255, then it does not require image preprocessing and the size of auxiliary information A 1 is 0. Hence, we have to use one bit to record whether auxiliary information A 1 exists. That is, the length of auxiliary information A 1 is at least 1. After image preprocessing, embed the secret data bits into the processed image without overflow and underflow problems.
Step 2: Final to-be-embedded secret data bits S are created by S = F||Len 1 ||Len 2 ||L||R||B, where F (1 bit) is a flag that is used to record whether auxiliary information exists; Len 1 ( ( log 2 (L 1 + 1) ) bits) and Len 2 ( ( log 2 (L 2 + 1) ) bits) represent the size of auxiliary information L and R, and B denotes real embeddable data.
Step 3: Embed the secret data bits into the cover image as follows.
• In the horizontal direction embedding, calculate prediction error d 1 (i, j) by (4). The pixel is modified, and the secret data bit is embedded by (5) and (6), respectively.
• In the vertical direction embedding, calculate prediction error d 2 (i, j) by (8) . The pixel is modified, and the secret data bit is embedded by (9) and (10), respectively.
Step 4: Repeat Step 3 until all secret data bits in S have been embedded.
Step 5: Take the LSBs of the first ( log 2 (M + 1) ) + ( log 2 (N +1) ) watermarked image pixels in the first row to obtain a binary sequence S 0 , where · is a ceiling function.
Step 6: As in Step 3, embed binary sequence S 0 defined in Step 5 into the remaining pixels of the cover image, and denote i end and j end as the index of the last data-carrying pixel.
Step 7: Replace the LSB of the first image pixels by auxiliary information A 2 to obtain the final watermarked image, where A 2 is the index of end position i end ( ( log 2 (M + 1) ) bits) and j end ( ( log 2 (N + 1) ) bits).
Here, the procedures of horizontal and vertical embedding are inverse. That is, in the horizontal direction embedding, the proposed scheme increases or decreases pixel values by one. In the vertical direction embedding, it decreases or increases pixel values by one to balance out the embedded secret bits that were produced in the horizontal embedding. Thanks to this inverse property, the proposed scheme has a ideal embedding capacity and a good image quality. Fig. 4 shows a simple example of the data embedding procedure. Note that auxiliary information is not embedded into the cover image. Assume that the to-be-embedded secret data B is 01101010110. Fig. 4(a) is an original cover image sized M × N , where M = N = 3. The pixel I (1, 1) = 3 is first processed in the horizontal direction according to the data embedding rule, and its predicted value is calculated as I (1, 1) = H (1, 2) = 3. Prediction error d 1 (1, 1) is obtained by d 1 (1, 1) = I (1, 1) − I (1, 1) = 0, which means that this pixel can embed a secret data bit. Because the first bit of B is 0 and mod (1, 2) = 1, this pixel is modified by H (1, 1) = I (1, 1) + 0 = 3. In vertical direction, its predicted value is calculated as H (1, 1) = I (2, 1) = 3. Prediction error d 2 (1, 1) is 0. Because the second bit of B is 1, the final watermarked pixel is obtained by V (1, 1) = H (1, 1) − 1 = 2. For the next pixel I (1, 2) = 3, in the horizontal direction, its predicted value is computed as I (1, 2) = ( V (1, 1) + I (1, 3))/2 ) = 3 and the prediction error d 1 (1, 2) is 0. Hence, this pixel is modified by H (1, 2) = I (1, 2) + 1 = 4 because the to-be-embedded secret data bit is 1 and mod (1, 2) = 1. In the vertical direction, its predicted value is calculated as H (1, 2) = I (2, 2) = 3, and prediction error d 2 (1, 2) = 1, which means that this pixel cannot embed a secret data bit and remains unchanged. Hence, final watermarked pixel V (1, 2) is 4. A similar operation can be performed for the remaining pixels of this image. When all secret data bits in B have been embedded completely, watermarked image V is obtained, as shown in Fig. 4(b) . Table 2 presents the detailed data embedding procedure.
C. DATA EXTRACTION PROCEDURE
The data extraction procedure is actually the reverse process of the data embedding procedure. The data extraction procedure of the proposed scheme also includes two stages: the vertical direction extraction and horizontal direction extraction. When a secret data bit is to be extracted, the watermarked image is processed from right to left and from bottom to top, as shown in Fig. 5 . For the vertical direction extraction, the predicted value V (i, j) can be calculated as follows.
where H (i, j) is a restored pixel. After predicted value V (i, j) is obtained, prediction error d 2 (i, j) between pixel V (i, j) and predicted pixel V (i, j) is computed by (12) as below.
In the vertical direction extraction, restore the pixel value by (13) and extract a secret data bit by (14) , respectively.
Similarly, for the horizontal direction extraction, predicted value H (i, j) can be calculated as follows.
where I (i, j) is a restored pixel. After predicted value H (i, j) is obtained, prediction error d 1 (i, j) between cover pixel value H (i, j) and predicted value H (i, j) is computed by (16) .
In horizontal direction extraction, restore the pixel value by (17) and extract a secret data bit by (18) , respectively.
The flowchart of the data extraction procedure of the proposed scheme is shown in Fig 6. The extraction steps are described as below.
Input: Watermarked image V . Output: Recovered image I and embedded secret data bits B.
Step 1: Read LSB of the first ( log 2 (M + 1) ) + ( log 2 (N +1) ) pixels of watermarked image V to obtain the auxiliary information A 2 including the values of i end and j end . Step 2: Based on indexes i end and j end , extract binary sequence S 0 defined in Step 5 of the data embedding procedure. Meanwhile, do the original cover image restoration. For each pixel V (i, j), the data extraction and image restoration procedures are defined as follows.
• In the vertical direction extraction, calculate its prediction error d 2 (i, j) by (12) . Next, extract the embedded secret data bits and recover the image using (13) and (14), respectively.
• In the horizontal direction extraction, calculate its prediction error d 1 (i, j) by (16) . Next, extract the embedded secret data bits and recover the image using (17) and (18), respectively.
Step 3: Repeat Step 2 until sequence S 0 has been extracted.
Step 4: Replace the LSB of the first ( log 2 (M + 1) ) + ( log 2 (N + 1) ) image pixels by S 0 extracted in Step 2.
Step 5: As in Step 2, extract the embedded secret data bits from the remaining pixels. Meanwhile, restore those pixels. Finally, embedded secret data S are extracted correctly and a secondary image can be obtained.
Step 6: Extracted secret data S are separated into auxiliary information A 1 and secret data B. If the first bit of A 1 is 1, the original cover image can be recovered exactly from the secondary image without any distortion according to auxiliary information A 1 . If the first bit is 0, it means that the overflow and underflow problems did not occur in the data embedding, and the secondary image is the final recovered original cover image.
The following example illustrates the data extraction and image restoration procedure. Suppose that the input watermarked image is shown in Fig. 4(b) . Note that the extraction procedure should be processed first in vertical direction, and then in horizontal direction. For the vertical extraction, pixel V (3, 3) = 3 is first processed to predict its predicted value, which is computed as V (3, 3) = V (2, 3) = 1. Prediction error
which means this pixel does not contain the secret data bit and remains unchanged because d 2 (3, 3) is larger than 1 and mod(3, 2) = 1. For horizontal direction, its predicted value is obtained by H (3, 3) = V (3, 2) = 3. Prediction error d 1 (3, 3) = H (3, 3) − H (3, 3) = 0, which means this pixel contains the secret data bit. According to the data extraction and image restoration methods, the embedded secret bit 0 can be extracted and this pixel is unchanged. For the next pixel, V (3, 2) = 3, in vertical direction, its predicted value is obtained as V (3, 2) = V (2, 2) = 4 and the prediction error d 2 (3, 2) is −1, which means this pixel contains the secret data bit. According to the proposed method, the bit 1 is extracted, and this pixel will be modified to 4. In horizontal direction, its predicted value is obtained as H (3, 2) = ( V (3, 1) + I (3, 3))/ 2 = 3 and the prediction error d 2 (3, 2) is 1. The bit 1 is extracted and this pixel will be changed to 3. Similar method can be used for other pixels. Finally, the embedded secret data bits can be extracted correctly and the original cover image I can be restored perfectly, as shown in Fig. 4(a) . Table 3 presents the data extraction and image restoration procedure.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, in order to validate the performance of the proposed scheme in terms of embedding capacity and visual quality of the embedded image, the Matlab language is used to perform experiments with the proposed scheme and six baseline schemes. The experiments are performed in Windows 7, SP1, using Matlab 2010a software running on the AMD Sempron X2 180 Processor, 2.4 GHz CPU, and 2.0 GB RAM. Four 8-bit standard test gray-scale images sized 512 × 512 (namely, ''Aerial'', ''Airplane'', ''Elaine'' and ''Lena'') are selected as original cover images, as shown in Fig. 7 . All images are obtained from USC SIPI image dataset [37] . The to-be-embedded secret data bits are generated using the random function.
In the experiments, the visual quality of the watermarked image is measured using the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), which is defined as follows.
where the mean square error (MSE) is defined as below.
where I (i, j) and V (i, j) are the pixel values of the original cover image and watermarked image. M and N are the width and height of original cover image, respectively. In addition, the embedding capacity is estimated using the number of secret data bits that can really be embedded into a cover image. That is, the embedding capacity is a pure payload. For the proposed scheme, to ensure the embedded pixel value within the allowable range [0, 255], the auxiliary information is needed. Thus, in the following experiments, the auxiliary information bits are excluded from computing embedding capacity.
For a comparison with similar reversible watermarking schemes, the maximum embeddable secret data bits of each scheme are embedded into each test image using schemes by Tai et al. [18] , Hong et al. [15] , Lee and Chen [9] , Fallahpour [16] , Yang and Tsai [17] , Li et al. [19] , and noncomplementary scheme. For Tai et al.'s scheme [18] , the difference of two adjacent pixels is used to embed the secret data. For Hong et al.'s scheme [15] , the difference between the original pixel and its predicted value obtained by median edge detector is used to embed the secret data. For Lee et al.'s scheme [9] , the difference between the original pixel and the average of its neighboring pixels is used to embed the secret data. For Fallahpour's scheme [16] , the difference between the original pixel and its predicted value calculated by gradient adjusted predictor is used to embed the secret data. For Li et al.'s scheme [19] , the difference of two adjacent pixels is computed first and then two peak points are selected to embed the secret data. For Yang et al.'s scheme [17] , the interleaving predictor is used to predict the pixel value. For non-complementary scheme, the embedding procedure is similar to the proposed scheme, but the embedding rule in vertical and horizontal embedding direction is the same. The performance comparison results are shown in Table 4 . From Table 4 , it can be clearly seen that the proposed scheme has a better performance in terms of the average PSNR value and pure embedding capacity compared with similar schemes [9, 15, [18] [19] and non-complementary scheme. The average pure embedding capacity of the proposed scheme is 58212 bits, which is 28076 bits, 12167 bits, 33054 bits, 11351 bits, 24768 bits, and 2040 bits larger than that of Fallahpour's scheme [16] It is noted that although the average PSNR value of Fallahpour's scheme is 51.2485 dB, which is larger than that of the proposed scheme, its average payload is 28076 bits less than that of the proposed scheme. For Yang et al.'s scheme, the embedding capacity is 59584 bits larger than that of the proposed scheme, but its average PSNR value is 48.6818 dB less than that of the proposed scheme. Fig. 8 [22] and non-complementary scheme. For these schemes, we vary the embedding capacity from 5000 bits to [9] , [15] - [22] and the proposed scheme with the pure embedding capacity of 20000 bits.
their maximum with a step size of 5000 bits. From Fig. 8 , it is clearly found that the proposed scheme outperforms these schemes [9] , [15] - [22] [22] for the image ''Aerial. '' In addition, although the embedding procedure of the noncomplementary scheme is similar to the proposed scheme, the proposed scheme has better performance with a same embedding capacity. The reason can be explained as follows. In the horizontal embedding procedure, the proposed scheme embeds the secret data bits by increasing or decreasing the pixel values by one, while in the vertical embedding procedure, the proposed scheme embeds the secret data bits by decreasing or increasing the pixel values by one. Hence, according to the vertical embedding procedure, among the pixel values modified by the horizontal embedding procedure, many have a chance to return to their original pixels value. This means that the horizontal and vertical embedding procedures of the proposed scheme are complementary. This property enables the proposed scheme to obtain a particularly good visual quality of the watermarked image.
The Kodak image data set [38] is selected as test image to further compare the proposed scheme with these nine schemes, which contains 24 color images sized 512 × 768 or 768 × 512. In experiments, all color images are first transformed into gray-scale image, and then embed with 20000 and 30000 secret data bits into each gray-scale image, respectively. Because the size of auxiliary information A 1 is very large for some images (e.g., for image kodim20, the length of A 1 is 90027, for image kodim24, the length of A 1 is 20768, etc.) in Kodak image set, the auxiliary information A 1 is first compressed by arithmetic coding [34] and then is embedded into the cover image with secret data B. Tables 5 and 6 show the performance comparison results. Note that the embedding capacity is pure capacity. The average PSNR value of the proposed scheme is 3.5427 dB, 1.9506 dB, 1.0534 dB, 0.6679 dB, 3.2303 dB, 1.5499 dB, 5.5831 dB, 11.5066 dB, and 0.6755 dB larger than that of Lee [21] , and Wahed et al.'s scheme [22] , respectively, when the payload is 30000 bits. These results show that the proposed scheme outperforms nine TABLE 6. Performance comparison results of Kodak image data set in terms of PSNR value for [9] , [15] - [22] and the proposed scheme with the pure embedding capacity of 30000 bits. similar state-of-the-art schemes with the same embedding capacity.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a new, simple reversible watermarking scheme based on complementary embedding strategy is proposed for high-fidelity images in spatial domain. To achieve high image quality, the complementary embedding method is used in the vertical direction embedding. The distortion which produced in the horizontal direction embedding can be balanced out in vertical direction embedding. This property enables the proposed scheme to obtain an exceptionally good quality of watermarked image. Experimental results show that the watermarked image quality of the proposed scheme is superior to some similar reversible watermarking schemes under the same embedding capacity. However, at the current stage, the performance of the proposed scheme is not very well. In our future work, we will try to further improve the embedding capacity and visual quality of watermarked image by designing more accurate predictor and the proposed complementary embedding strategy.
